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COi~NECTING-PASSAGE DIAMETER ON T3E

OF A COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE

A PRECOMBUSTION CHAMBER

b By C. S. Moore and J, H., Collins, jr.

SUMMARY

The diameter of the passage connecting the precombus-
tion chamber with the cylinder was varied through a range
from 3/16 inch to 1-1/16 inches. The auxiliary chamber
contained 50 per cent of the total clearance of the q by 7
inch cylinder at a compression ratio of 13,5.

—

Results of motoring tests are presented showing the
effect of passage diameter on chamber and cylinder com-
pression pressures, maximum pressure differences, and
f.m.e.p. over a speed range from 300 to 1,750 r.~.m. .

Results of engine-performance tests are presented
which show the effect of passage diameter on m.e.p~ , ex-
plosion pressures, specific fuel consumption, and rates of
pressure rise for a range of engine speeds from 500 to
1,500 r.p.m.

The cylinder compression pressure, the maximum pres-
sure difference, and the f.m.e.p, decreased rapidly as the
passage diameter increased to 29/64 inch, whereas further
increase in passage diameter effected only a slight changs.
The most suitable passage diaaeter for good engine per-
formance and operating characteristics was 29/64 inch,
Passage diameter became less critical with decrease in en-
gine speed; tilerefore, the design should be based on max-
imum operating speed. Optimum performance and satisfac-
tory combustion control could not be o%tained by means of
any single diameter of the connecting passage,

.
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INTRODUCTION

Thv” predornbust ion-chamber type ..ofcylinder head em- ,
ploys forced air flow to mix air with fuel ._inthe auxil-
iary chamber. Combustion later eqels part of the burn-
i~g mixture” into the cyliader where combustion continuers.
The completeness and control of mixing and ~ornbustion de-
pend ,u.pona nulnber of factors which for convenience may
be divided iBto two groups: fi~st, gha-rnber”p_6sition,
clearance d“istrihution, and clearance s’hape; second, the
connecting-passage area, shqpe, and direction. Several
of these factors have been inves-t-igated theoretically (see
bibliography) but there has been little engine investiga-
tion. The. effect of clearance distribution on motoring
characteristics and engine performance has %een-expe—rimen-
tally investigated at this laboratory ,and re-ported in ref-
erence 1.

The work presented h-erein is an investigation of the
effect of passage area on the motoring characteristics and
the engine performance for a constant clearance distribu-
tion. Mot”oring and en~ine-pe=formancs”~e~ts were made for
a @cries of passage diameters between 3/1.6 inch aud 1-1/16
inches. The investigation was undertaken because the pas-
sage area is of importance both in determining the air-
flow velocity into the auxiliary chamber and in control-
ling the flow of the burning mixture into the cylinder.

-.

This work was done during 1932 in the power plants
laboratory of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronau-
tics at Langley Field, Va.
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The cy~$~der head (~~g~ 1) used fQr”,th8 tests hj~eil~ ““
re,ported. was the Safile,asthat. %sed .%,.Tef.er_?nC.e,,}*. ‘
the’ present work, the quxiliary-ch~mb”er Voliune was choseti-”

as in previo”ii~ w~yk. (references 2 &gd 3) at 50”pi3Y 06,nli~~
the total cle&iWiti6 and was’ he~d co~stant while the diam-
eter of the cbnilec”ting jassage was- Variedq .7A.,connect,ing
passage WiliCil was considered too small for .yractical oper-
ation Was, selected and piogreasively enlargad. (See Table

1.) For the same engine speeds, t~e air fl”ow velocities
should le in the inverse ratios of the areas if the flow
~oeffi.cients of t-he passages remained constant.
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As in former tests, the passage used was circular in
cross section. This shape was retained because, when us-
ing a circular passage, there is a minimum change in clear-
ance shape as the area of t-he passage is increased. How-
ever, there was a change in the passage l~ngth/diameter
ratio and radius of flare for each passage diameter t6&t-
ed. The length/dtameter ratio varied from approximately
3.3 to (3.6 and the radius of flare varied from 11/32 to
17/32 inch, The compression ratio also varied from 13.2
to 13.7 because the precombustion chamber used was de-
signed to give the standard compression ratio of 13.5 when
using a 9/16-inch d~ameter connecting passage as in pre-
vious worlk. The effect of these variations on engine per-
formance was considered to be negligible.

.

The test equipment (fig, 2) and general test methods
used in these tests were the same as those of reference lS
except” as specifically noted in this report. The only
change in the standara test conditions is in the consider-
ation of full-load fuel quantity, which in this report is
0.000325 pound per cycle, or that quantity of fuel which
wil,l be completely burned, ass”u”ming perfect combustion,
with the amount of air iriducte~ per ,.CYC1Oat 8~,5- por cent
volumetric efficiency. Previous publications have used
both fuel quantity per cycle and load fraction as refer-
enco scales so there should ho no difficulty in tho corre-
lation of this work with that already reported..

For convenience of rQference, the standard test con-
ditions are tabulated below:

Engine. . . . . . . . . . . single c~linder, 5 by 7 in.

Engine speed . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 1,500 r.p.mo
.

Fuel, , . . , . . . . Diesel engine fuel,A0.84’7 specif-
ic gravity, 41 seconds Sa~bOlt
Universal viscosity at 80 F.

Full-load fuel quantity . . . . . 0.000325 lb. per cycle,

Injection period (at 1,500 r.p.m.) , . . 20° cr=kshaft.

Injection advance angle (at 1,500 r.p.m.) . . . . . ● 7°i

Spray type , . . , . . . . ! . . , . , , noncentrifugal.

Nozzle type . . , . single orifice, 0.050-inch diameter.
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Fuel valve positio~ . . , ,-. . . , upper chamber hole~

Valve opening pressure (automatic) . 3,500 lb. per sq,in,

Fuel temperature .,. . . . . . . . . . t . . . . 80° l?.

Engine lubricating oil temperature (out) . . . . 140° l?.

Cooling water teritperature (out) . . . . . . . . 170° F.

Temperature of inlet air . . , . . . . . . . . . 95° F,

In ~eneral, the test program f~reach pas8age diame-
ter was the same, although more extensive motoring tests
were made on the sualler passages. In these tests the av-
erage compression temperature and the compression pressure
were measured and indicator cards were obtained from ‘both
cham%er and cylinder for speeds ranging from 300 to 1,740
r.p.m. The f.m.e.p. was computed from the dynamometer
scale reading at eacl~ speed.

—. .—. —...—

The power data obtained were %.m.e.p. explosion pres-
sure in chamber and cylinder, and fuel consu~ption for
five of th6 passages tested. These data were obtained at ----
standard conditions and at” speeds of 500, 1,000, tid 1 500
r.p.m. The I,A.A.. at these speeds were 1°, 3°# and 78

B.T,C., respectively,, Indicator cards were also taken from ,

the chamber and cylinder for standard conditions at each
of the three speeds. The igfiition lag was c“omputed from
these cards and is cc)nsidered as the time in fractions of
a .seco.ndfrom the start of injection of the fuel as deter-

—

mined with the Strobc]rama to the beginning of pressure
riso due to combustic)n as shown by inspection of the cards?
The heat loss to the cooling water was determined only for
tho standard oonditic}ns. Nono of these data could be tak-
en from the first twcl or the last passage on the test pro-
gram because they created too severe conditions of com-
bustion, For eacil test speed the injection advance angle
was held constant throughout the series of passage diame-
ters tested. This angle was, or closely approximated, the
optimum for each passage as determined by the investiga-
tion of the I,A,A. range from naisfiring to maximum allow-
able knock. Supplementary power tests, at the maximum
allowable advance” angle, were also made while testing the
large passages. The point of maximum advance angle was
determined by an experienced engine ~perator and is based
on his judgment of the grsatoBt perrnissibze combustion
shock. ‘“

. .

r’
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During all tests, the operating characteristics such
as combustion sound, idling, and starting characteristics
were recorded. Tne combustion souad was judged by the
samo oporator for all tests. Comp-arative idling charac-
teristics wero notod whilo obsorving tho ongino oporatton
for at least ona minuto at 300 r.p.m. or at tho lowest
spood possible without changing of tho injoctior.-pump con-
troj.s. Tho starting toste woro made in the following man-
ner:, First, with tho ongino cold (about 70° F,) the crank-
shaft was given two revolutions. If it did not start in
three such attempts, it was motored at speeds starting at
300 r.p.m. and increasing until the mininmm starting speed
was reached. The same procedure Was followed with the en-
gine immediately after normal power operation.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General operati.n~ characteristics.- The operating
characteristics of the engine changed as the diameter of
the connecting passage was varied. (See Table 1.) The
starting tests showed that with the small passages a sligh%-
ly smaller fuel quantity and injection advance an%lw were

required to effect starting. i~one of the passages allowed
starting on two revolutions of the crankshaft ‘when cold,
whereas all of the passages did when hot. The minimum ,
cold starting speed for all pa.ssagos was 700 r.p.m. rogard-
10SS of injection advanco anglo or fuel quantity. Tho on-
gino could to idled at 300 r.p-.m. with very littlo atten-
tion when operating with tho small passage diaaotors.
However, as the passage diameter was increase-d, th~re was
an increasing tendency for tho engine to,hunt at idling
speeds aud by tho time tho largest passage was reached,
constant nantpulation of tho pump control was roquirod to
maintain a speed of 300 r.p.m~

.,.

#
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TABLE I
cm

fmmAL ommmm OH.ARAmIsTIcS

Passage Paesage I~”ect ~oh Cyclic variation

fiimeter area Idling range - of maximum explo- Combustion sound’

miss to al- Sioripressure (intensity atd Carbon deppsits

inches - sq.in. hnible lb. per sq.in. re=tiarity)

-hock I,, Chenber Oylinder Chamber ~linder

* 3/16 0.028 good 40° small quiet - regular none

* 3/8 ~

}

29/64

if/32
.,

21/32

*1-1/16

.161 II ! 12°

.,, ,,

.222 Il.,” 1~~

,, II
,, . . ..

12°.>338 fair

p442 pbw ;,

.887 bed: ,
1

100

la

:i :,.

,, 100

n n n:

80 light block-’

regular

1(YJ nfediumknock -

regular
.

Kw ~-d k310Ck -

regular ,

MO dull knock.-

irregolar

.:

16° .

,.
,

,134 II dunknuck-? “ I

irre.@.az-

light hock - ,

,. ixregular

Y@ine oper~tion ro~d ZO% permit complete tests to ‘oemade.

,

. .
1: 1 i“. I

-b.
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The combustion characteristics of the engine also
varied as the diameter of the connecting passage was in-
creased. The combustion sound at full-load fuel quantity
for the two smallest passages was very unusual and wtll
be termed a l~whistlelr for want of a letter term, For the
3/8-inch diameter passage, the whistle was no longer audi-
ble and instead a light knock could be detected. As the
passage diameter was increased to 17/32 inch the knock in-
creased; however, with further increase in passage diame-
ter the knock became less intense. The pressure indicator
showed that the variation in maximum explosion pressure
for successive cycles was negligible for the smaller pas-
sages, but increased to an appreciable amount as the pas-
sage diameter was increased.

The effect of passage diameter on combustion at full-
load fuel quantity was particularly evidenced by the change
in the appearance of the exhaust. With small passage di-
ameters the exhaust showed some flame and a little sinoke,
whereas with large passage diameters the flame and smoke
increased considerably and caused increased heating of the
exhaust valve and.manifold.

Elffect of ~assa~e diameter on motoring characteristics.-
The motoring characteristics shown in Tigure 3 indicate
that the more effective passage diameters are less than
29/64 inch. The large effect on f.m,e.p. in this range ie
mostly due to passage throttling losses (see figs. 7a, b,
and c and 8a and b) because the mechanical and induction
losses remain nearly constant. For the larger passages
the passage .1OSS is too small to affect the f.m.e.p. The
pressure difference between cham%er and cylinder is great-
er with the smaller passages than with the larger ones,
which approach the integral combustion cham%er condition
and show little pressure difference. However, the larger
paesages with less throttling result in a chamber pressure
higher than the cylinder pressure, as has been previously
reported but not explained. These .unu&ual pressure condi-
tions may ~e related to the likewise unusual temperature
conditions (see fig. 3) of higher cha.mbe-rthan cylinder
compression temperature. There are several-possibilities
to explain these temperature conditions. The chamher ther-
mocouple is protected from the cold air which enters thb
cylinder and which probably cools the cylinder t-hermocou-
ple and the chamber air may be heated by friction and by
contact in passing through the passage.
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Figure 4 shows data which were obtained from indi-
cator cards and which are pertinent to an understanding
of the air flow between cylinder and chamber. These data
show that the more effective range of passage diameters
is less than 29/64 inch. For the larger diameters the
values were too small to be accurately determined and there-
fore were not plotted.

—-.
—

The pressure difference between cylinder and chamber
causes an air flow whose velocity, below the critical
pressure, should var,y with the square root of the pressure
difference. The position of maximum pressure difference
should be the position of maximum velocity’ crf flow. The
maximum “velocity of flow and position of the flow, in both

.

phase and period, should be used to distribute the fuel
spray.

The pressure and phase data at -1,000 arid 500 r.p~m.
(fig. 4) for the larger passages were of such small magni-
tude that they could not be measured.

-.
It should be noted

that as the engine speed decreases, the pressure differ-
ence decreases, and the position of maximum pressure dif-
ference occurs earlier in the compression stroke.

.—

Figures 5 and 6 show that the compression pressures
.

and f~m.e*p. ,depend on the passage diameter and engine
speed. At the’ lower engine speeds none of the passages
have sufficient restriction to affect either the maximum

.

compression pressure or the pressure difference between
the cylinder and the chamber. Fith increase in 6ngine

.-

s“p-e”ed,however, the smaller passages have excessive throt- ____
tliing and the maximum chamber pressur”e incre~se~ and then
decreases. J?or the larger passages and higher speeds, the
chamber pressure is higher thari the cylinder” pressure~
The f.m.e.p., due to smaller th~ottling lossesl decreases
nonuniformly with increase of pa-ssage diamete?~. The Slll~ll-
er passage diameters and the higher engine s~eeds have the

—

greatest effect upon the throttling losses because both
cause extremely high velocities of air flow through the
passage, the generation of which requires energy.

From the motoring results it is apparent tilat the
passage diameter ex6rts a large influence on the motoring
characteristics, the effect of which, is magn~fied by en-
gine’ speed. In the design of an engine of given piston
displacement the optimum relation should be obtained be--
tween- the passage diameter and engine speed. At the nax.
imum engine speed the passage should be such as to give
an air-flow velocity sufficient to mix the fuel and air
with a relatively small f.m.e.p~ 10SS. *

.
%.
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Effect Qf passage diameter on motoring indicator cards .-
Figures 7a, b, and c and 8a and b show motoring cards with
chamber and cylinder records taken on the same-card and
with the same top center ~ositions. For tiie smaller pas-
sage diameters the cards are noticeably unsymmetrical about
the T.~. lines. The lack of symmetry of the chamber card
is due to throttling, both on compression and expansion,
by the small passages, which displaces the peak pressure
after .T.C, and causes the chamber to hold its pressure late
in the expansion stroke. Slow speeds alter this asymmetry
somewhat, because a longer time is availa%le for the air
flow to equalize the pressures. The cylinder peak pressure

. occurs slightly before T,C!. because the cylinder air is
throttled into the chamber when the piston slows down
shortly before T.C.

These double indicator cards (see figs. 7a, b, and c)
show the effect of passage t-hrottling on f.m~e.p. losses-
During compression and owing to passage restriction, the
piston must work against a high cylinder pressure which
slowly generates a much lower chamber pr8ssure~ St6r “to-p
center is passed, the high cylinder pressure does work to
move t-he piston; also, during the first part of the stroke,

. the cylinder pressure continues to increase the chamber
pressure. When the cylinder pressure becomes less than
the chamber pressure, the chamber air is throttled and

. prevented from returning its energy to the piston. A large
f.m.e.p. loss is shown in the card. area below the chamber
pressure expansion line and above the cylinder pressure
expansion lined As the passage diameter was increased and

●

the pressure differences became less, the two records over-
lapped and became indistinct. Therefore, cards are not
presented for the larger passages or at speeds of.1,000
and 500 r.p.m.

Immediately after the pressure peaks of some of t%
indicator c~ds there is a scarcity of points owing to in-
ability of t;he indicator to operate ‘with the required ra-
pidity.

Effect of passage diameter on engine performancq.-
Ffgures 9, 10, and 11 show that, for the clearance shape
used in these tests, a connecting passage of the type test-
ed and approximately 29/64 inch in diameter will give vir-
tually optimum performance over the speed range investi-
gated. Because the air-flow velocity through the passage
depends ori engine speed, the consistent performance over a
wide speed range is surprising and indicates that the longer

●
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time available for the preparation of the mixture at low
speeds compensates f“or the lower velocity of the air
through the passage and makes good performance with satis-
factory engine operating conditions possible over a wide
speed range. In this instance, the criterions for good

engine operating conditioris ar6 moaerate cylinder p~essures,
rates of pressure rise, and combustion sound.

In the selecticln of the optimum passage diameter, max-
imum engine speed is the determining factor because a pas-
sage which gives optimum performance at low speeds may
give destructive pressures at high speeds. The excessive
pressures are due to better combustion caused by increased
velocity of the air at higher engine speeds with the re-
sulting better”mi.xing of the fuel and air, At 1,500 r.p.m.,
extremely high pressures were evident in the chamber while
the smallegt passage was being tested, Repeated attempts
were made, without success, to measure the pressure in the
chamber. Several tygee of pressur@ieasuri”%g jastruments
available at the laboratory were used, hut the life of
each was too short to obtain a single reading. Th? fail-
ures were apparently caused by a combination of pressure
‘and temperature, for in all cases the indicating element
of the instrument was badly distorted by the pressure with
evidence of excessive ‘heating,

.—

.
—

.Although the combustion isovidently better at high
speed and small passage diameters, the performance is not
the optimum, owing to the excessive throttling of the small

. passages. These two factors, throttling and combustion,
are more nearly balanced at 1S000 rcp.m~ and 500 r.p.m. ~

.

and the resulting performance curve$ at these speed~ are
quite flat. Therefore, in the design of a precombustion

chtimber this lack of sensitivity at low engine speeds is

advantageous because an optimum passage sizQ for the maxi-
mum engine -spee@ can be selected an~ the performance at
lower speeds ~ill not be”atiyersely affected~.. . ..— —

Figure -9 shows that at 1,500 r.p.m. in both chamber
and cylinder there-is an inarease in ignition lag and a
decrease in the rate of pressure rise as the passage diam.-

.-

eter is increased.
—

The increase in ignition lag found.in the tests on
passage sizes ranging from 3/8 inch to 17/32 inch diameter
was accompanied by an increase in combustion knock,; howev-
er, for the two larger passage? the ignition Zag %ncrqased
slight%y but the combustion knock became less intense~ X?3

r
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the opinion of some investigators, combustion knock is
caused by a high rate of pressure rise. The results of
these tests do not confirm this belief because passages
giving the highest rates of pressure rise gave the quiet-
est engine operation.

The tests of the two larger passages showed a slight
decrease in rate of pressure rise with a corresponding
decrease in combustion knook, hut the magnitude of the
change is slight in compariso~ with that observed for the
smaller passages.

The conclusions drawn from the results of these tests
are that combustion knock is much more dependent upon ig-
nition lag than upon rate of pressure rise and that rate

of pressure rise may decrease with an increase in ignition
lag. The tests made at 1,000 and 500 r.p.m, (figs, 10 and
11), owing to the lesser velocities of air flow at these
speeds, do not show trends as sharply defined as those
shown at 1,500 r.p.m. At each speed, the I.A.&. and rate
of fuel injection was held constant for the series of pas-
sage diameters tested; therefore the effect of passage di-
ameter on ignition lag and rate of pressure ris,e is evi=

● dently caused by the decrease in air velocity as th6 pas-
. sage diameter was increased.

The curves show that some combustion control can be’
+ obtained by means of small passage diameters because the

rates of pressure rise are higher in the chamber than in
the cylinder when ~perating with the 3/8-tnch diameter pas-
sage. The equivalent data could not be obtaine$ from ei- .
ther of the two smaller passages beoause, after short power
runs, the crown of the piston was dangerously eroded by the
impingement of the concentrated jet of burning gases issu-
ing from the small passage. However, small passages &o
effect good mixture control and minimize the effects of ir-

regularities of the fuel-injection system, such as small
variations in the start of Injection. This effect is shown,
when operating at small pas~age diameters, by the small 7
cyclic variations in cylinder explosion pressure as mess- f
ured with the balanced-diaphragm pressure indicator.

It should be noted that only in the case of the small-
er passage diameters at high speed does the explosion p“res-
sure in the chamber exceed that in the cylinder. This re-
lation of chamber pressure to cylinder pressure indicates
that the larger passage sizes offer no appreciab~e resist-
ance to the flow of gases from the chamber to the cylinder~

.

. .—— — ..—. _ . —. —
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The-ignition lag curves ~~ow” th~~..t.her~ is some difference_——
between the t=es i?-st-ar$..of pressure rise in the chamb-
er and in the cylinder, but this m-i~t be very small, for
even though the i%te of pressure rise is only slightly
higher in the cylinder, the pressure builds up and the max-
imum becomes greater than that .tn the c~~b~rl ~nen the
cylinder” pressure exceeds the chamler ~es6y_re, the, direc- ,
tlon of the flow of gases” through t-he passage is reversed,
but although the d~fferential pressure, as shown by the
figures,–is small, there is insufficterit time availa%le
for the pressuree to become equalized except in the case
of the large passages.

—

The combustion process slows dqwn with_increased pas-
sage diameter and’ths rates of pressure ri,se and maximum
pressures in the chamber afid cylinder lecome more nearly
equal. The slower combustion ip q.v2@ntlY due to the mix-
ture of air and “fuel becoming less complete as the passage

.,.—....

size is increased and air-flow velocity decreased. Thi S

observation is substantiated not only by the curves but by
the fact that the exhaust valve andManifold~dUe t_Q t>e
slower burning mixture, ran hotter qs the passage -size was
increased. .....This co_n&it~onL bQcame SQ severe ~hat”-the 1-1/16- ‘ =
inch aiam”e%er passaga could not he completely tested due to
excessive heating of these parts.

.

The &pplementary tests made at maximum allowable ad-
vmce angle are represented on the curve sheets by the

.-

points that ad not fall on the curves. These runs were
made because it was found that the explosion pressures
were decreasing with an increase in ~assage ~iameter and
it was con~id$red advisab~e to dete—rmine if the best per-
formance could be equaled by advancing the injection and
thereby raising the explosion pressures. The results of
those tests at-maximum allowqble advance angle show that
althbugh th6 maximum ‘Qxp10~6iog .~ressures were increased
b~–a’@out 160 poii’ndsper square inch, the performance was
only slightly imprbved. The combustion, knock under these
conditions was much worse than with aa~ passage under
standard conditions. -.3

The scope of the_se >e~ts did not includg obtaining
complete heat-loss data; however! measurement.i were made
of the h6&it losses to the cooling water. It can be seen
~m Figure 12 that, with the exception of the heat 10SS
from the’ head,”

.—-— -
the trend of the-=urve-s indicate that the

coolant losses decrease with increase $n passage diameter.
This decrease in the total heat loss as well as the de-

,

IF 1
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crease in the heat loss f~om- the chamber cap and cylinder,
may be causeli by less scrubbing of the malls as the veloc-
ity of the gases through the con~ecting passage is de-
creased, or “it may be the result of a greater quantity of
heat being lost to the exhaust as combustion is slowed
down s

Power cards.- Figure 13 is drawn from typical indica-
tor cards obtained during these tests. Cards were taken
from the chamber and cylinder for each passage tested, but
only the cards for the two passage diameters nearest the
optimum are presented. These indicator cards show the
pressure rises to be straight lines. The pressure lines
on the power cards shown are drawn through a mean of the
Farnboro points so the rates of pressure rise as determined
from these cards would be average. The data plotted in
the engine performance curves, however, are the msximum
rates of pressure rise for any cycle.

CONCLUSIONS

The motoring tests made for each passage showed that
the f.m.e.p., owing to throttling losses, was excessive
when a connecting-passage diameter of less than 29/64 inch
was employed; however, for a passa~e” dtameter equal to
29/64 inch, the f.rn.~,p. was allowalle and further increase
in passage area affected only a slight decrease.

The power tests showed that, for the design of corn- -
bustion chamber used in this investigation, the 29/64-inch
diameter connecting passage was the most suitable for good
operating characteristics and optimum performance. l?rom
the consideration of maximum power there was very little
difference he’tween this passage an~ the 17/32-inch diame-
ter passage. The fual economy and combustion s“ound OY the
fo-rmer wer-tis-efficiently bett’er, how-ever-,“to warrant the
selection of the small-e-rpassage.

In the d~sign of a precombustion-type cylinder head,
the diameter of the connecting passage should be selected
for optimum performance at the maximum engine operating
speed. This can be done because the test results show that
as the speed is decreased, the diameter of the connecting
passage becomes less critioal and optimum performance ob- .
tains over a wide range of passage diameters.
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lt is impossible to attain both maximu~ performance
and satisfactory combustion control by means of any single
size of circular connecting passage because losses due to
throttling of flow tend to nullify the good mixing proper-
ties of high air velocities through small passages. The
optimum performance is obtained whe~ a favorable balance
is reached between these two factors.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., November 9, 1932.
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